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Abstract
Understanding macroecological patterns across scales is a central goal of ecology and
a key need for conservation biology. Much research has focused on quantifying and
understanding macroecological patterns such as the species-area relationship (SAR),
the endemic-area relationship (EAR) and relative species abundance curve (RSA). Un-
derstanding how these aggregate patterns emerge from underlying spatial pattern at
individual level, and how they relate to each other, has both basic and applied relevance.
To address this challenge, we develop a novel spatially explicit geometric framework
to understand multiple macroecological patterns, including the SAR, EAR, RSA, and
their relationships. First, we provide a general theory that can be used to derive the
asymptotic slopes of the SAR and EAR, and demonstrates the dependency of RSAs
on the shape of the sampling region. Second, assuming specic shapes of the sampling
region, species geographic ranges, and individual distribution patterns therein based on
theory of stochastic point processes, we demonstrate various well-documented macroe-
cological patterns can be recovered, including the tri-phasic SAR and various RSAs
(e.g., Fisher's logseries and the Poisson lognormal distribution). We also demonstrate
that a single equation unies RSAs across scales, and provide a new prediction of the
EAR. Finally, to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed model to ecological
questions, we provide how beta diversity changes with spatial extent and its grain over
multiple scales. Emergent macroecological patterns are often attributed to ecological
and evolutionary mechanisms, but our geometric approach still can recover many previ-
ously observed patterns based on simple assumptions about species geographic ranges
and the spatial distribution of individuals, emphasizing the importance of geometric
considerations in macroecological studies.
Electronic address: nao.takashina@gmail.com; Corresponding author
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1 Introduction
The problem of pattern and scale is central in ecology, and critical insights into conservation
biology emerge as we observe dierent aspects of ecosystems across scales [1]. The species
area relationship (SAR), endemic area relationship (EAR), and relative species abundance
(RSA) are such examples characterizing macroecological and community patterns of ecosys-
tem across scales. Disentangling each of these patterns has a long history and ample literature
(e.g., [2{6]), and there are still active discussions over fundamental patterns (e.g., [7, 8]). In
particular, recent research has focused on the quantitative investigation of scaling issues of
macroecological patterns [9{12]. However, little is known about how individual-level spatial
distributions scale up to aggregate patterns such as the SAR, EAR, and RSA. Also, most
existing models provide predictions of only one or two of these patterns (but see [11]), and
therefore understanding these emergent patterns within the framework of a single model as
well as from the individual level provides us a holistic insight into ecosystem structure.
A model linking individual distributions with aggregate macroecological patterns would
be useful for other ecological questions in community ecology and conservation biology. For
example, to investigate the scale-dependence of beta diversity across multiple scales and
how it relates to the SAR [13], one needs species abundance information at ner scales
and, in a theoretical framework, a consistent scale-change operation must be dened. These
macroecological patterns are also critical and increasingly necessary for implementing eec-
tive ecosystem management, given accelerating loss of biodiversity worldwide [14, 15]. For
example, the SAR and EAR provide information about how many species will be aected
and be lost from the landscape when a certain region is degraded, respectively [16]. The
RSA provides more detailed information on community structure such as composition of
rare species, and it holds broad utility [17]. Practically, biodiversity conservation has nite
resources available, and thus spatial prioritization of areas is a key step to maximize return
on investment [18{20]. A high degree of spatial information is necessary for optimal alloca-
tion, such as individual distributions and the number of individuals across multiple scales
(e.g., [21, 22]). These issues are tackled more easily by individual based models dened in
continuous space that meet the above-mentioned requirements. Above all, an individual
based model that describes multiple macroecological features across scales would advance
the theoretical bases of these elds. For example, Takashina et al. developed a spatially
explicit framework for ecosystem assessment [21] and population estimates combined with a
specic sampling strategy [22], but their model was limited to a single population because a
model that can be applied to community-level structure was not available.
Here, we propose a novel geometric approach that provides a bridge between congu-
rations of geographic ranges of species and individual distribution patterns on one hand
and emergent macroecological patterns on the other hand. We refer to our approach as
\geometric" because we put a particular emphasis on how geometric characteristics of the
sampling region, geographic ranges, and the distribution of individuals within the range put
constraints on common aggregate macroecolgical patterns across scales. It enables us to
explicitly discuss the eect of particular sampling scheme and its scale dependence, and the
SAR, EAR, and RSA across scales are derived from these geometric considerations. Some
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of the notable properties of our model are (i) this approach can be applied to any shapes
of sampling and species geographic ranges and any individual distribution patterns, (ii) one
can easily incorporate variations of biological parameters (e.g., density, dispersal length)
between species, and (iii) no preceding knowledge of macroecological pattern is required
to calculate above-mentioned patterns and, therefore, we can discuss in what conditions
the model recovers emergent macroecological patterns. These properties also provides a
signicant applicability to conservation practices, since the model provides macroecological
information on arbitrary spatial scales.
Conceptually similar approaches have been investigated in previous studies without indi-
vidual distributions [9,10,23], and with explicitly integrating individual distributions [11,24].
Allen and White [23] derived an upper bound of the SAR, by calculating an overlapping area
between the sampling region and the randomly placed geographic range without considering
individual distributions therein, leading to a biphasic SAR on a log-log plot. Although this
model provides the well-known asymptotic slope of 1 at very large sampling scales, it did not
capture the sampling process on smaller scales responsible for the triphasic curve. Plotkin
et al. [24] applied the Thomas process, a point process model, to generate aggregated indi-
vidual distribution patterns in tropical forest plots (50-ha). They independently estimated
a dispersal distance and density from spatial distribution of individual trees of each species,
and generated superposition of multiple species in a forest. The tted Thomas process model
very precisely recovers SARs in the plot. Grilli et al. [11] also applied a point process model
to account for individual distributions. With aggregated communities generated by the Pois-
son cluster model, they derived the SAR, EAR, and RSA. In doing so, the model requires a
neutral assumption and a specic input of the RSA form in the whole system.
The paper contains three major parts, and some of key ndings are briey summarized
here. First, we develop a general theory based on our geometric approach to link the SAR,
EAR, and RSA across scales to spatial point patterns, without assuming specic spatial
structures. This part provides core ideas of the proposed model. As this is a rather general
framework, any spatial congurations dened by geographic ranges and individual distribu-
tion patterns can be applied. Even with this general discussion, many important implications
can be derived; the asymptotic slope of SAR and EAR that are the same value 1 on a log-
log plot, and potential unication of RSAs and its artifact eect of the shape of sampling
regions. However, readers interested in more concrete results may skip section 2.2 { 2.4
and refer to these sections when it is required. Second, we discuss emergent macroecologi-
cal patterns of the geometric approach by assuming specic patterns of species distribution
and individual distributions therein. We use spatial point processes to generate individual
distribution patterns and introduce stochasticity in realized geometric patterns. We show
that the model produces a well-documented macroecological patterns such as the tri-phasic
SAR with its asymptotic slope 1 on a log-log plot, with limited eect of underlying indi-
vidual distributions (random or clustering). We discuss how Fisher's logseries, the negative
binomial distribution, and the Poisson lognormal distributions are obtained as an RSA at
small sampling scales. Then we demonstrate how dierent forms of the RSA across spatial
scales emerge from a single equation (Eq. 43). We also demonstrate, in addition to sampling
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schemes, size distribution of geographic ranges aects the RSA. In addition, our model also
provides new potential form of EARs with asymptotic slope 1 on a log-log plot. Third, we
demonstrate potential applicability of the geometric model to ecological questions. As an
example, we provide the scale-dependence of beta diversity over tri-phasic scales of SAR, in
which a theoretical approach was challenging since it demands a model describing detailed
ecological structures (e.g., the number of individuals) across the scales.
It is worth noting that the emergent macroecological patterns are often attributed to
ecological and evolutionary mechanisms, but our geometric approach still can recover many
previously observed patterns based on simple assumptions about geographic ranges and
individual distributions. Moreover, from our geometric considerations, some important im-
plications are obtained such as necessity to specify sampling area and its shape to discuss
a general ecological pattern and potential simplication of the assumption of individual
distribution patterns.
2 General theory
We develop here a general theory of our geometric approach, an attempt to provide a gen-
eral framework for calculations of the SAR, EAR, and RSA without assuming any specic
geometric patterns. More specically, here we do not assume individual distribution pat-
terns, shapes of the sampling region and the geographic range. However, it is worth noting
that the central assumptions of the theory are that we assume no interaction between species
and, therefore, geographic ranges of each species are chosen independently in a homogeneous
environment. Once ecological properties and the sampling scheme are specied, the SAR,
EAR, and RSA can be obtained via the general framework. We will discuss some specic
situations in Results section. Central parameters used throughout the paper are summarized
in Table 1.
2.1 Basic notation
2.1.1 Intensity and intensity measure
We introduce some basic quantities of ecosystem which will be used in the following discus-
sions. Each of these are generally used in the eld of point process, and we borrow some
ideas in this paper. Interested readers may refer to literature in the eld (e.g., [25, 26]) or
applications to ecological studies (e.g., [11,21,22,24,27]). Later, we will combine the general
theory with spatial point processes to examine specic individual distribution patterns such
as random or clustering distributions.
The intensity, i, and the intensity measure, i, of species i are the central quantities
of our model characterizing the ecological community: the average density of individuals of
species i, and the average number of individuals of species i in region A, respectively. Given
the area (A) and the number of individuals of species i, Ni(A) in A, the intensity (density)
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Table 1: Denition of parameters
Symbol Parameter
S Sampling region
G; (Gi) Geographic range of species (i)
(A)y Area of A (km2)
xAc Geometric center of A
lA Shortest distance in A from the geometric center (km)
LA Largest distance in A from the geometric center (km)
ra
z Radius of A (km)
X Number of individuals
Ni(A) Number of individuals of species i in A
Ns(A) Number of species in A
i Intensity of species i
s Intensity of species
i(A) Intensity measure of species i in A
s(A) Intensity measure of species in A
yReplace A with S or G depending on context
zWhen A is a circle
of species i in A is dened as [26]
i :=
Ni(A)
(A)
: (1)
The intensity measure of species in A is given by multiplying the intensity by area (A)
i(A) := i(A): (2)
The same quantities for species assembly are also dened within this framework. Let Ns(A)
be the number of species in A. Then, the intensity and intensity measure in A of the species
assembly are dened as s := Ns(A)=(A) and s := s(A), respectively. Then the vector
 = (1; 2;    ; s) holds the information of community abundance. Let us dene the
intensity measure of species, s(A) as
s(A) :=
Z
A
f(x)dx; (3)
where, f(x) is a point eld holding information on all individual locations in plane x 2 R2,
and f(x)dx provides the number of points in region dx. Let us assume the homogeneous
environment, and then we set
f(x) = s; (4)
where, s is the intensity of species, and we obtain the following relationship
s = s(A): (5)
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2.1.2 Sampling region and endemic region
In this paper, we refer to S as the sampling region which denes the spatial scales discussed.
Similarly, we refer to Gi as the geographic range of species i . We often use G when Gi is
identical in size and shape to Gj for all j 6= i or species identity is not important, and we
call G the geographic range of species or simply geographic range when no confusion occurs.
Throughout the analysis, the geographic range G is used as an endemic region of species
where the individual distributions of the species are restricted within the region. The regions
S and G hold multiple information in conguration space such as location, area, and shape.
For convenience, regarding to relative sizes of geometries S and G, we use the symbols >
and <. For example, S > G means that there exists a shift that the entire geographic range
G is included in the sampling region (G  S) without rotating these geometries. When we
mention the areas, we represent these by (S) and (G), respectively. As noted above, the
location of each geographic range Gi has a certain stochasticity, and therefore its location
and properties of set theory such as the overlap area, (S \ Gi), are random variable. An
example of a conguration of the sampling region and geographic ranges is shown in Fig.
1a.
(c)(b)(a)
𝐺𝑆𝑆#$% 𝑙' 𝐿) 𝑆*#+,𝑆
𝐺 (d)
𝑙' − 𝐿)
Figure 1: Schematic representations of (a) the sampling region and geographic ranges of
species, and typical geometric relationships used in derivations of the (b) SAR, (c) EAR, and
(d) RSA. For each panel, the sampling region S (black square) and the geographic ranges G
(ellipse lled by color and geographic range of each species is represented by dierent color)
are presented with its geometric center (black and blue dots). Sout is the region described
with dotted line (b and d), where if the geometric center of a range xGc falls in this region,
then the probability of overlapping S and G is not zero: there is a chance individuals of this
species is found in S. Score is the region described by gray line (c and d), where provided
S > G (S < G) if the geometric center of the geographic range xGc falls in this region, then
the entire geographic range G (S) is included in S (G). For the derivation of the EAR, only
the case S > G is used, but both S > G and S < G are used for the derivation of the RSA.
lA and LA are the shortest and largest distance of A from its geometric center. See further
explanations in main text and Appendix A.
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2.2 Species area relationship
Here we derive a method to calculate the species area relationship (SAR). Often it exhibits a
tri-phasic form on a log-log plot [3,5] characterized a fast increase on small scales, a slowdown
on intermediate scales, and again an increase asymptotically toward linearity for the slope
on very large scales where sampling region exceeds correlation distance of biogeographic
process with separate evolutionary histories [5, 6]. As the simplest example, let us rst
assume a homogeneous where biological properties, such as intensity (density) of each species,
geographic range size, and average dispersal distance are identical between species. However,
as we will see below, it is straightforward to incorporate species variations. To calculate the
species number in a given area, we dene the nonzero probability pnz(xSc ;x
G
c ) inside Sout:
the probability that a species with the geometric center of its geographic range xGc 2 Sout
provides at least one individual to the sampling region S with its geometric center xSc 2 S.
Sout is the region that if the geometric center of the range of a species belongs to this region,
xGc 2 Sout, then the probability of overlapping sampling region and geographic range is not
zero, P ((S \ G) = 0) 6= 0. Therefore, the species provides its individuals to the sampling
region S at a non-zero probability (Fig. 1b). See Appendix A for further explanations for
Sout.
In this simplest example, the average number of species given sampling area (S) is
described:
Ns((S)) =
Z
Sout
f(x)pnz(xSc ;x)dx; (6)
= s
nz(Sout);
where nz(Sout) is the area of Sout weighted by the non-zero probability p
nz(xSc ;x
G
c ) over the
region Sout. The SAR is obtained by calculating Eq. (6) across sampling areas (S). From
Eq. (6), we can show that the slope of the SAR on a log-log plot approaches 1 at large
scales. First, the slope is calculated by
d logNs((S))
d log (S)
=
(S)
Ns((S))
dNs((S))
d(S)
: (7)
Second, when the sampling region becomes signicantly larger than the geographic range
S  G, Sout is nearly equivalent to S. In this limit, pnz(xSc ;xGc ) ' 1 is satised, providing
Ns((S)) '
Z
S
f(x)dx; (8)
= s(S):
The slope 1 is obtained by substituting this into Eq. (7). Due to the prerequisite relationship
S  G, this asymptotic slope is achieved faster if the range sizes are smaller.
As noted above, it is straightforward to incorporate species variations by assuming that
some biological properties follow certain probability distribution functions (pdfs). It is suf-
cient to consider biological parameters that aect the non-zero probability pnz(xSc ;x
G
c )
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(e.g., range size and intensity of each species). We dene such parameters by a vector
b := (b1; b2;    ; bk) 2 B, where B is a state space created by biologically plausible parame-
ter sets. When the range size G varies between species, and hence it generates a probability
distribution of G 2 G, p(G), where G is the set of geographically plausible range sizes G.
For each G, the Sout is unequally determined. When it is necessary to specify G of each
Sout, we write S
G
out. Here, let us assume the independence of biological parameters b from
the geographic ranges G. Therefore, the pdfs of biological parameters and the range are
described by p(b; G) = p(b)p(G). Now, Eq. (6) becomes
Ns((S)) =
Z
b2B
p(b)
Z
G02G
p(G0)
Z
SG
0
out
f(x)pnz(xSc ;x)dxdG
0db; (9)
= sEbESout [
nz(Sout)];
where, ESout and Eb are the average over the geographic ranges and biological parameters,
respectively. As nz(Sout) is the average area to nd at least one individual, EbESout [
nz(Sout)]
is the such area averaged over the pdfs p(b) and p(G). Eq. (6) is simply a special case of
Eq. (9) by setting p(b) = p(G) = 1. We can make intuitive discussions about the eect of
biological parameters from Eq. (9). For example, if the intensity of each species is high, it
is likely to increase the area nz(Sout) and it increases the number of species in given area,
and vice versa. In this situation, the same discussion about the slope of SAR curve Eq. (8)
can be made as long as the sampling region is signicantly larger than geographic range of
each species, S  Gi for all i.
2.3 Endemic area relationship
Next we discuss the derivation of the endemic area relationship (EAR). Despite its impor-
tance to conservation biology, understanding of the empirical shape across scales is largely
decient [10]. Here, we dene the endemic species, with explicitly introducing geographic
range with an arbitrary shape, as the species with its geographic range G is completely
included in the sampling region G  S. This denition is dierent from the commonly used
denition (e.g., [10,11,16]) where the endemic species is dened, using the SAR, as the aver-
age number of species whose population is completely covered by a region A with area (A):
Nen((A)) = Ns((A
0)) Ns((A0nA)), where Nen((A)) is the number of endemic species in
area (A), and (A0) is the system size. This denition relies on the occurrence probability of
individuals of a species, and hence its individual distribution pattern. Typically SAR curves
show Ns((A)) > 0 with positive area (A) > 0, and therefore Nen((A)) > 0 for any small
area (A). On the other hand, our denition is based on an explicit form of the endemic
region, and the number of the endemic species is 0 if the sampling region is smaller than
geographic range of all species: S < Gi for all i. In this framework, individual distribution
patterns do not aect the EAR. This denition may be more straightforward to discuss an
extinction of species, since habitable regions of all species are explicitly taken into account.
However, as we will see below, the two denitions become equivalent in the large limit of A.
In our framework, the number of endemic species in a given area is calculated by the
endemic probability pen(xSc ;x
G
c ): the probability that a geographic range with its geometric
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center xGc 2 S n Score becomes subset of the sampling region with the geometric center xSc ,
G  S. Score is the subset of the sampling region S where if the center of a geographic
range xGc falls in this regions, then the entire geographic range G is always included in S:
P (G  S) = pen(xSc ;xGc ) = 1 provided that xGc 2 Score and S > G (Fig. 1c). See Appendix
A for further explanation of Score.
The number of endemic species within the sampling region S is calculated as
Nes((S)) =
Z
S
f(x)pen(xSc ;x)dx;
=
Z
Score
f(x)dx+
Z
SnScore
f(x)pen(xSc ;x)dx; (10)
= s((Score) + 
en(S n Score));
where, en(Score) is the area of S n Score weighted by the endemic probability pen(xSc ;xGc )
over this region. As in the case of the SAR, we can show the slope of the EAR on a log-log
plot approaches 1 when S  G. In this limit, Score is nearly equivalent to S, and hence Eq.
(10) becomes
Nes((S)) '
Z
S
f(x)dx; (11)
= s(S):
This is equivalent to Eq. (8), and hence the slope approaches 1 at a large limit of sampling
area. As we noted, the same result can be obtained in another denitions using the SAR,
since Nen((A)) ' Ns((A)) when A approaches A0.
We now introduce the EAR in the situation where species have dierent geographic ranges
G 2 G. As in the case of Sout, Score is also uniquely determined by each G. By introducing
the variation in geographic range, Eq. (10) now becomes
Nes((S)) =
Z
G02G
p(G0)
Z
G0
f(x)dx+
Z
SnSG0core
f(x)pen(xSc ;x)dx

dG0; (12)
= sEScore [(Score) + 
en(S n Score)]:
As in the case of the SAR, we obtain Eq. (10) by setting p(G) = 1 in Eq. (12). In addition,
the same discussion about the slope of the EAR can be made in this situation, if the sampling
region is signicantly larger than the geographic ranges: S  Gi for all i.
2.4 Relative species abundance
Here, we develop a method to derive the relative species abundance (RSA). RSA, or SAD,
a histogram of species count, can be aected by multiple ecological mechanisms such as
species interactions and demographic stochasticity [7]. RSAs derived here are the expected
value of assemblage of community with an identical area, and we do not consider the eect
of the undersampling. For convenience, we use the notation P(S)(X = x) to describe the
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probability of nding a species with abundance x in a sampling region with the area (S),
and P(S)(x) and P (x) are also used when no confusion occurs. Derivation of the RSA is
more cumbersome than the SAR and EAR since we use all probabilities of P(S)(X = x).
In our framework, the average abundance of species i is proportional to the area where the
sampling region S and the geographic range of a species Gi are overlapped, (S \Gi). Each
sampled species may have dierent overlapped area ((S \ Gi) 6= (S \ Gj); (i 6= j)), and
its area changes as sampling and range scales as well as these shapes change. Therefore, to
calculate the RSA across scales we need a pdf of (S \ G), provided (S \ G) 6= , which
describes the variation of (S \G) between sampled species.
Roughly speaking, there may exist two regimes to determine the maximum value of
(S \ G) among sampled species: S > G and S < G, provided distance relationships
lS > LG and LS < lG, respectively. Namely, the maximum overlapped area is either (S) or
(G) depending on S < G (Fig. 2a, b) or S > G (Fig. 2c, d), respectively: maxf(S\G)g =
minf(S); (G)g. This maximum value in the overlapping area occurs if the geometric center
Sampling scale
a 	𝑆 ≪ 𝐺 b 	𝑆 < 𝐺 c 	𝑆 > 𝐺 𝑑 	𝑆 ≫ 𝐺
𝑆𝐺
Figure 2: Four dierent sampling phases across sampling region (black square). As an
example, the sampling region S and species geographic range G are depicted by squares
and colored ellipses, and geographic ranges of ve species are shown in dierent colors. In
each panel, dierent sampling scales are shown, but the size of ranges remain the same
and conguration of the geographic ranges is changed for a presentation purposes. (a) and
(d): when the sampling scale is suciently small or large, all sampled species have ranges
completely overlapping with the the sampling region ((S) and (G), respectively). (b) and
(c): in intermediate sampling scales, this overlapping region is dierent between sampled
species.
of the geographic range xGc falls in Score: P ((S \ G) = minf(S); (G)g) = 1 provided
xGc 2 Score (Fig. 1d). As the assumption of random placement of the center of geographic
range, the probability that the overlapped area is its maximum value is proportional to the
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area of the Score in the region Sout. Therefore, we have the following relationships:(
P ((S \G) = minf(S); (G)g) = (Score)
(Sout)
;
P (0  (S \G) < minf(S); (G)g) = (SoutnScore)
(Sout)
:
(13)
As implied in Fig. 2a and d, when S  G or S  G is satised, P ((S \ G) =
minf(S); (G)g) ' 1 is satised. The abundance of a species within overlapping area
(S \G) shows variation, and its pdf corresponds to the relative species abundance in area
(S \G). Let P(S)(x j (S \G)) be the probability of nding a species with x individuals
in the sampling region S given the overlapped area (S \ G). Then the RSA provided an
arbitrary sampling area (S) is described as
P(S)(X = x) =
(Score)
(Sout)
P(S)(x j (S \G) = minf(S); (G)g) +
(Sout n Score)
(Sout)
P(S)(x j 0  (S \G) < minf(S); (G)g); (14)
where, P(S)(x j (S\G) = minf(S); (G)g) and P(S)(x j 0  (S\G) < minf(S); (G)g)
correspond to two pdfs. Namely Eq. (14) is sam of two pdfs weighted by Eq. (13). Especially,
when S  G or S  G is satised, Eq. (14) is simplied to
P(S)(X = x) ' P(S)(x j (S \G) = minf(S); (G)g): (15)
It turns out that in this limit (Fig. 2a and d), the RSAs share the same form of a pdf
with dierent parameter values due to a change in minf(S); (G)g. Therefore, it provides
a potential upscaling (downscaling) framework within sampling scales at small/large limit,
as well as between sampling scales at small and large limits as long as the schemes in Fig.
2a and d hold.
In line with the discussion above, it is straightforward to incorporate the species varia-
tions such as biological parameters b and the geographic range G 2 G, where G uniquely
determines Score and Sout. By introducing pdfs of these parameters p(b) and p(G), and
averaging Eq. (14) by the pdfs, we obtain
P(S)(x) =
Z
b2B
p(b)
Z
G02G
p(G0) f (Score)
(Sout)
P(S)(x j minf(S); (G0)g) + (16)
(Sout n Score)
(Sout)
P(S)(x j 0  (S \G0) < minf(S); (G0)g) g dG0db:
It is worth noting that, as Fig. 2 and Eq. (14) imply, sampling schemes aect the RSA
by two ways. First, dierent sampling scales cause dierent overlapping patterns with the
geographic range of each sampled species. Second, there are sampling schemes that does not
have phases shown in Fig. 2, such as line transect, and pooling data. In that case, sampling
regions with the same area may produce dierent RSA patterns.
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3 Emergent macroecological patterns of geometric model
We use the general theory developed above to acquire new insights into eects of scale
and space on biodiversity pattern. First, we need to introduce a point eld f(x) dened
above that holds information of individual distributions of all species. For this purpose, we
make use of spatial point processes [25,26], a set of spatially explicit stochastic models that
generate various point distribution patterns such as random and clustering patterns. One of
the advantages of this model is that spatial point processes are amenable to mathematical
analysis and there have been a number of applications to ecological studies [11,21,22,24,27].
Although the underlying assumptions are simple the models can provide consistent patterns
with observed SARs or a population occupancy probability [11,24,27]. See some properties
of spatial point processes used in this paper in Appendix B.
Here, we assume that sampling region and the species geographic ranges are described
by circles (Fig. 3a). Also, individual distributions therein are described by the homogeneous
Poisson process or Thomas process, showing random and clustering distribution patterns,
respectively. The assumption of the shapes makes mathematical analysis rather simple and
transparent as we can omit the eect of rotation of the geographic ranges. As we will see
below, the second term of the EAR (Eqs. 10, 12) disappears under this assumption, since
the endemic probability pen(xSc ;x
G
c ) = 1, if x
G
c 2 Score is satised. For convenience, all the
analyses below are conducted in the polar coordinate. The schematic diagrams under this
situation corresponding to Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 3.
Let the intensity measure of species, s, be a function f(r; ) dened in the polar coor-
dinate and as we assume the homogeneous environment and no interaction between species
(see General Theory), the intensity measure of species in the circle with a radius R is
s =
Z 2
0
Z R
0
f(r; )rdrd;
= 2
Z R
0
f(r)rdr: (17)
If we dene s := sR
2, where s is the intensity of species, f(r) is calculated as
f(r) = s: (18)
3.1 Species area relationship
Let us consider the situation where each species has the area of geographic range (G) = r2g
characterized by its radius rg. We assume that centers of geographic ranges are randomly
distributed across space, and individual distributions therein show either random or cluster-
ing pattern. Then our sampling regime is introduced in such a way that we randomly place
the sampling region with radius rs and count the number of species across spatial scales by
changing the size of sampling region. By doing so, we obtain the SAR (Fig. 3a). From Eqs
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Figure 3: Schematic representations of (a) the sampling region and geographic ranges,
and typical geometric relationships used in derivations of the (b) SAR, (c) EAR, and (d)
RSA. S is the sampling region with radius rs, G is the geographic range of a species with
radius rg. The distance between the centers of S and G is represented by r (in this example,
r = rs + rg). See Fig. 1 for more explanations.
(17, 18) and with the aid of Fig. 3b, we calculate the number of species Ns found within a
sampling unit with area r2s , as
Ns(r
2
s) =
Z 2
0
Z rs+rg
0
f(r; )pnz(r; rs j rg)drd;
= 2s
Z rs+rg
0
rpnz(r; rs j rg)dr; (19)
= 2sEnz[r];
where, pnz(r; rs j rg) is the non-zero probability, provided rs and rg, that at least one in-
dividual of a specie is found given an r-distance separation of the centers of sampling and
geographic range. Note that 2
R rs+rg
0
rpnz(r; rs j rg)dr in the second line gives the area
corresponding to nz(Sout) in Eq. (6). Eq. (19) implies that the number of species within
the sampling region S is proportional to the average distance that at least one individuals
are found.
We can generalize Eq. (19) to a situation where each species has a dierent geographic
range size, therefore dierent radius of the geographic range rg, and biological parameter b.
Then rg and b follow probability distribution functions, p(rg) and p(b), respectively. In that
situation, Eq. (19) becomes
Ns(r
2
s) =
Z
b2B
p(b)
Z 1
0
p(r0g)
Z 2
0
Z rs+r0g
0
rpnz(r; rs j r0g)drddr0gdb;
= 2sEbErgEnz[r]: (20)
Since this is a special case of the general theory developed above, the discussion about
asymptotic slope (Eq. 8) holds.
Here, to show some numerical results in the situation where the geographic range and/or
biological parameters dier between species, we examine a situation where the radius of
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geographic range rg follows the exponential distribution with the parameter e
p(rg) = ee
 erg : (21)
For the biological parameter, we assume that the intensity of each species i follows the
gamma distribution:
p() =

 ()
 1e ; (22)
where,  and  are shape and rate parameters of the gamma distribution respectively. We
replace  by i or th;i depending on the underlying individual distribution process. In ad-
dition, we dene ci and 
p
i as
p
th;i to satisfy i = th;i = ci
p
i . Fig. 4 shows numerically
calculated values under cases where species parameters are identical (Eq. 19) and variable
(Eq. 20) situations, showing the tri-phasic feature on a log-log plot with dierent geographic
range and individual distribution patterns. The third phase of the SAR appears around the
average area of the geographic range. As discussed above, the slope of each curve asymptot-
ically approaches 1 at large scales. Also, if the geographic range is smaller, it approaches the
asymptotic value faster as discussed above. Moreover, it shows that the dierences between
the two individual distribution patterns are relatively small and slight deviations appear only
on small sampling scales. The dierences where species have either equivalent or variable
intensity i are negligibly small when individual distributions is described by the homoge-
neous Poisson process with the radius of the geographic range rg = 10km. We checked this
holds true for the other curves, and also for dierent parameter sets of gamma distribution.
3.2 Endemic area relationship
When both the sapling region and endemic region are circle, the geographic range of an
endemic species satises the condition shown in Fig. 3c: the sampling region must be larger
than geographic range (i.e., rs > rg), and the distance between S and G must be small
enough (i.e., r  rs   rg). Therefore, the number of endemic species Nes in area r2s is
described as
Nes(r
2
s) =
Z 2
0
Z rs rg
0
f(r; )drd;
= s(rs   rg)2: (23)
By applying Eq. (7) to calculate the slope of the EAR, it is easily shown provided rs > rg
d logNes(r
2
s)
d log(r2s)
=
rs
(rs   rg)2

1  rg
rs

: (24)
As discussed above, it approach 1 as the sampling region becomes signicantly larger than
the geographic range: rs  rg.
As above, we can generalize the EAR to incorporate variations in geographic range sizes
of species by introducing a pdf of the radius of the geographic range, p(rg). However, as
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Figure 4: The species area relationship [SAR; (a)] and its slope (b) under the homo-
geneous Poisson process (red and green) and Thomas process (blue), obtained using Eqs.
(19) and (20). The intensity i varies between species according to the gamma distribution
except for the homogeneous situation (cross; labeled PoissonHo). The lines labeled E[rg]
represents the situation where the radius of geographic ranges follows the exponential distri-
bution. Otherwise, the radius of geographic range is identical between species (line; rg=10km
line, and dashed; rg=100km). For the Thomas process, the parameters are s = 0:00064
(50000 species=5:0108km2), th;i = 100, ci = 10, pi = 10, p = 0:1. For the gamma dis-
tribution, we used  = 10 and  = 0:1 (E[i] = 100;Var[i] = 1000), and, for the exponential
distribution, e=0.1 (E[rg] = 10;Var[rg] = 100).
noted above, biological parameters do not aect the EAR. For the sake of comparison with
the case of the constant rg, let us assume the average value satises E[rg] = rg. Eq. (23)
now becomes
Nes(r
2
s) =
Z 2
0
Z rs
0
p(r0g)
Z rs r0g
0
f(r; )drdr0gd;
= 2s
Z rs
0
p(r0g)
Z rs r0g
0
rdrdr0g; (25)
= s
Z rs
0
p(r0g)(rs   r0g)2dr0g:
As before, let us assume the pdf of the radius rg follows the exponential distribution p(rg) =
15
ee
 erg . Then, the number of endemic species is
Nes(r
2
s) = s
Z rs
0
ee
 erg(rs   rg)2drg;
=
2s
2e

1  rse + (rse)
2
2
  e rs

; (26)
=
2s
2e
X
n=3
( 1)n+1 (rse)
n
n!
:
Since dNes=r
2
s = s
P
n=2( 1)n (rse)
n 1
n!
, we calculate the slope as
d logNes(r
2
s)
d log(r2s)
=  rse
2
1  rse   e rse
1  rse + (rse)22   e rse
: (27)
Fig. 5 shows the EAR calculated by Eqs. (23) and (25), and its slope dened by Eqs.
(24) and (27). As discussed in the General Theory section, the EAR on a log-log plot shows
asymptotic slope 1, equivalent to the SAR when the sampling region is signicantly larger
than the geographic range sizes S  G. By the same discussion above, it occurs earlier
when the range sizes are small. The slope of the EAR becomes innitely large as soon as the
sampling size becomes equivalent to single-sized geographic range. On the other hand, if radii
of the geographic range are exponentially distributed, the slope approaches 1 from a nite
value (Fig. 5b), and it also shows that, at small scales, the endemic species is proportional
to the sampling area.
3.3 Relative species abundance
To derive RSAs across sampling scales, we extensively use mixed probability distributions,
especially mixed Poisson distributions [28]. The mixed Poisson distribution was rst intro-
duced in ecological study by Fisher et al. [2] in which the celebrated Fisher's logseries was
derived. In our geometric approach, mixed Poisson distributions appear naturally by the
nature of multiple stochasticity to determine the number of individuals observed. Namely,
there exist intra-species (variations from the expected number of individuals) and inter-
species variations (variations of the expected number of individuals itself) of individuals
within an overlapped area between the sampling and geographic region (S \ G). In addi-
tion, the overlapped area also varies between species, and the probability distribution of the
area P ((S \ G)) depends on sampling scale as shown in Fig 2. Hence, we need to resolve
the scale eect to derive the RSA across scales.
Mixed Poisson distributions are known to produce a variety of probability functions [28],
and it is hard to make an exhaustive list of potential RSAs. However, we can consistently
obtain RSAs in arbitral sampling scales S by scaling up/down, once all the parameters are
provided. Therefore, we will rst focus to recover some well documented RSAs, when the
sampling region is much smaller than the geographic range size S  G, probably the most
common situation in practice. Second, we will scale up the sampling region S, by keeping the
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Figure 5: (a) The endemic-area relationship (EAR) and (b) its slope. Color corresponds
to geographic range size (red; rg = 10km and blue; rg = 100km). Solid lines represent
the situation where no variation in geographic range size occurs (Eq. 23). Dotted lines
correspond to the situation where the radius of the geographic range varies between species
following an exponential distribution (Eq. 26). To obtain the average value E[rg] = f10; 100g,
we set the parameter e = f0:1; 0:01g. For other parameters, the same values are used as in
Fig. 4.
same assumption, to see how RSA will change. In the rst step, we will recover the negative
binomial distribution [29], Fisher's logseries [2], and Poisson lognormal distribution [30].
In the following analysis, we assume that individual distributions are random: it is de-
scribed by the homogeneous Poisson process. However, as we will see below, the dierence
of RSAs between the homogeneous Poisson process and Thomas process are small to dis-
cuss qualitative features of the RSA, except for the small scales where the deviations of two
processes appear in the SAR (Fig. 4).
3.3.1 Some basic properties of mixed Poisson distribution
Here, we introduce some basic properties of mixed Poisson distributions used in the follow-
ing analysis. For a mixed Poisson distribution, the Poisson intensity itself also follows a
probability distribution g(), and the probability is described [28]
P (X = x) =
Z 1
0
x
x!
e g()d: (28)
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As in [28], we denote this mixture as
f(x j )
^
g(): (29)
Note that in our application of the homogeneous Poisson process where the probability
variable is the number of individuals, the intensity  in Eq. (28) is replaced by the intensity
measure i = i(A) where i and/or (A) vary independently. To specify the probability
variable, we use the following expressions:
f(x j i(A))
^i
g(i); (30)
f(x j i(A))
^i
g(i) ^
(A)
h((A)); (31)
where, the rst expression is the case for only i varies and the second expression is the case
for both i and (A) vary.
From the Proposition 1 and 2 in Appendix E, the probabilities of the mixed Poisson
distribution shown in Eqs. (30) and (31) are described
P (X = x) =
1
x!
1X
r=0
(A)x+r
( 1)r
r!
x+r(i); (32)
P (X = x) =
1
x!
1X
r=0
( 1)r
r!
x+r(i)x+r((A)); (33)
respectively, where r(x) is the rth moment of x about the origin. As we see below, (A) =
minf(S); (G)g in our application, and these are RSAs we explore.
3.3.2 Sampling region is much smaller than geographic range: S  G
In our framework, if species i is sampled, the range of species i must be overlapping with
the sampling region, S \ Gi 6= . Provided this property and if the sampling region is
much smaller than the geographic range, the sampling region is completely included in the
geographic range P ((S \ Gi) = (S)) ' 1 as in Fig. 2a. In that situation, we can neglect
the variations of the overlapped region between species, and consider only the abundance
variations of inter- and intra-species within the the sampling region S. Namely, this is the
situation described by Eq. (30) and the RSA under this condision is obtained by calculating
Eq. (32).
Negative binomial (Poisson-gamma) distribution and Fisher's logseries
It is well known that the mixing the Poisson distribution with the gamma distribution
produces the negative binomial distribution [28]. By taking certain limits of the negative bi-
nomial distribution, Fisher et al. [2] obtained the Fisher's logseries. Here, we follow the same
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idea to derive these two distributions. First, by Eq. (28), mixing the Poisson distribution
with the gamma distribution g(), Eq. (22) gives the following probability function
P (X = x) =

x! ()
Z 1
0
x+ 1e (1+)d; (34)
On the other hand, the mixture in our situation is described by Eq. (30), not by Eq. (29),
and the probability of nding a species with x individuals are described
P (X = x) =
Z 1
0
(i(S))
x
x!
e i(S)
0
 ()
 1i e
 i0di;
=
0(S)x
x! ()
Z 1
0
x+ 1i e
 i(0+(S))di; (35)
where, we set 0 = (S) and changing the variable as (S)i = 0i, we recover the form of
Eq. (34). Eq. (34) is well known to produce the negative binomial distribution
P (X = x) =

x+   1
x

px(1  p); (36)
where, in our case p = (S)=((S) + ).
To obtain Fisher's logseries from Eq. (36), we need to further assume the sampling eect:
the number s of individuals are sampled. By taking the Fisher's limit [31], we obtain:
P (X = x) = lim
s!1; !0
s!
s

x+   1
x

px(1  p) = p
x
x
: (37)
Poisson-lognormal distribution
The Poisson-lognormal distribution is obtained by mixing the Poisson distribution with the
lognormal distribution g() = 1=(
p
22)e (log  )
2=22 [30]:
P (X = x) =
1
x!
p
22
Z 1
0
x 1i e
 i  (log i )
2
22 di (38)
Instead, in our situation, the mixture is as in Eq. (30), and it is described
P (X = x) =
Z 1
0
(i(S))
x
x!
e i(S)
1
i
p
22
e 
(log i )2
22 di;
=
(S)
x!
p
22
Z 1
0
(i(S))
x 1e i(S) 
(log i )2
22 di; (39)
where, by setting  = 0   log (S) and (S)i = 0i, we recover the form of Eq. (38).
Therefore, if the parameter i follows the lognormal distribution and sampling region is
much smaller than the geographic range, we expect to observe an RSA curve that follows
the Poisson-lognormal distribution.
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Figure 6: An example form of (a) the overlapped area (S\G) given an r-distance separation
of geometric between the circle sampling region and the geographic range of the species (both
have a circle shape), and (b) the cumulative distribution functions of overlapped area.
3.3.3 General situation
With the results of the analysis above, we can explore more general situations where the
sampling region does not necessarily satisfy S  G. In these situations, the probability
function of nding a species with x individuals has the form of Eq. (14), in which as in Eq.
(15), the above-mentioned situation S  G (and S  G) is treated as a special situation.
The weighting terms Eq. (13) in this example are easily calculated with the aid of Fig. 3:(
(Score)
(Sout)
= maxfrg rs;rs rgg
rg+rs
;
(SoutnScore)
(Sout)
= minf2rs;2rgg
rg+rs
;
(40)
where, one can easily see that the second weighting term disappears when S  G and
S  G, namely rs  rg and rs  rg, respectively. The rst probability function of Eq. (14)
corresponds to the situation where we can neglect the variation of overlapped region, and
this situation was already discussed above. Namely, it is described by Eq. (32). The second
probability of Eq. (14) corresponds to the situation where the overlapped area varies between
species. As we discussed above, the mixed probability distribution has the relationship of
Eq. (31), and the probability of nding a species with x individuals is described by Eq. (33).
For simplicity, we focus here on the case where the i follows the gamma distribution as in
the rst example above (Poisson-gamma), since this case is mathematically more amenable
than the case of Poisson-lognormal, and therefore it allows us to discuss results in a mathe-
matically more transparent way. This sole assumption, however, produces a variety of RSAs
including similar forms to the negatively skewed lognormal distribution [6], or a left-skewed
bell shape curve on a logarithmic scale, resembling the Poisson-lognormal distribution.
To make use of Eq. (33), we need the rth moment of a pdf of the overlapped area (S\G).
Fig. 6a shows, provided S and G are circle, an example of the relationship of the overlapped
area (S\G) given an r-distance separation of geometric centers between the sampling region
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and the geographic range of species. To infer the pdf, we use Fig. 6b, obtained by rotating
Fig. 6a and normalizing its maximum value to 1, as a cumulative distribution function of
P ((S \ G)). Since this function has two dierent phases, we decompose it into two parts.
The region described with  corresponds to the rst probability function in Eq. (14) in which
the probability is described by a delta distribution and has a peak at minf(S); (G)g. The
rest corresponds to the second probability function in Eq. (14), and it has a similar shape
to an arcsin function. Because we require the moment of a probability distribution function,
P ((S \ G)), it may be a reasonable to approximate it by an existing pdf. Therefore, we
apply the arcsin distribution, which is a special case of the beta distribution [32]
f(x) =
1

p
x(minf(S); (G)g   x) ; x 2 [0;minf(S); (G)g] (41)
where, the support is dened as x 2 [0;minf(S); (G)g]. The rth moment of Eq. (41)
about the origin is, by the Proposition 3 in Appendix, described by arcr =
(S)r

B(1
2
; 1
2
+ r)
where, B(x; y) =
R 1
0
ux 1(1   u)y 1du is the beta function. By substituting this equation,
together with the rth moment of the gamma distribution Eq. (22), gamr =
 (r+)
 ()
1
r
, into
Eq. (33), we obtain the following probability function (see Appendix C for the detailed
derivation):
P (X = x) = 

x+   1
x

px(1  p) 2F1(1
2
+ x; x+ ; 1 + x; minf(S); (G)g

); (42)
where,  is the coecient  =  (1=2+x)(
p
 (x+1)) 1(1 p)  x and this part is simplied
for x  1 as  = x 1B(1=2; x) 1(1   p)  x, and p is now becomes p = minf(S); (G)g
=(minf(S); (G)g + ). The second to fourth factors correspond to the negative binomial
distribution the form corresponds to Eq. (36), and 2F1 is the Gauss hypergeometric function.
We call this distribution the Poisson-gamma-arcsine distribution. From, Eqs. (36), (40), and
(42), we derive the general form as in Eq. (14):
P (X = x) =

x+   1
x

px(1  p)  (43)
maxfrg   rs; rs   rgg
rg + rs
+ 
minf2rs; 2rgg
rg + rs
2F1(
1
2
+ x; x+ ; 1 + x; minf(S); (G)g

)

;
where, the probability distribution is a weighting sum of the negative binomial distribution
and the Poisson-gamma-arcsine distribution. As already discussed above, S  G (S  G)
is the special case of Eq. (43). That is, by taking rs  rg (rs  rg), Eq. (43) becomes
P (X = x) '

x+   1
x

px(1  p): (44)
Namely, the RSAs follow the same probability distribution when the area of sampling region
and geographic range are signicantly dierent. It is worth emphasizing that to derive
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Eq.(44), the term approximated by the arcsine distribution disappears. And, as noted in
the General Theory section, this provides a potential upscaling (downscaling) framework
between scales that are applicable the relationship of Eq. (44). Since all the parameters
except for (S) are consistent across spatial scales, the dierence caused by a scale change
is only in the parameter value p = minf(S); (G)g=(minf(S); (G)g + ). It is expected
that p is close to 1 if (G) = minf(S); (G)g, namely (G) 1.
The same discussion can be made when the intensity, , follows the lognormal distribu-
tion, hence the situation as in Eq. (38), and the RSA under this case is derived in Appendix
C, but with a mathematically less tractable and computationally more intensive form. How-
ever, we numerically found that similar RSA patterns may be observed as in the case of the
Poisson-gamma-arcsine distribution (Fig. 4 below). It may reect the fact that the lognor-
mal and the gamma distributions have a rather similar shape and the dierence may not
play a major role in tting ecological data [31]. In addition, using Eq. (16) we can formally
write down RSAs when the biological parameters and/or geographic range size dier between
species. To see this, let us assume that the radii of geographic ranges across species follows
an exponential distribution with a parameter e as above, and denote the right-hand side of
Eq. (43) by P (x; rg). Then, the RSA corresponding to Eq. (16) has the following form
P (X = x) =
Z 1
0
ee
 ergP (x; rg)drg: (45)
However, this has a rather complicated form. Below we discuss numerical results where
distribution patterns are generated by the above-mentioned manner.
Examples of RSAs derived by Eq. (43) across scales (the radius of the sampling region
is rs = 0:05; 0:1; 0:5; 10; 100 and 1000km, respectively) are shown in Fig. 7 associated with
numerically obtained RSAs provided that the underlying individual distributions are the ho-
mogeneous Poisson or Thomas processes. Since numerical calculations with large geographic
ranges are computationally expensive, we set rg = 10km and this is suce to check our
analysis. Here, we examined the zero-truncated form of Eq. (43), since in practice we do not
observe the event that 0 individual is found. To do this, we multiply each distribution by
(1  P (X = 0)) 1, where P (X = 0) is (1  p) for Eq. (36) and 2F1(12 ; ; 1; minf(S);(G)g )
for Eq. (42), respectively. In general, the homogeneous Poisson process and Thomas pro-
cesses show qualitatively similar curves except for Fig. 7b where deviations between two
processes in the SAR appear (Fig. 4). As expected, when the spatial scales of sampling
and geographic ranges are signicantly dierent (i.e., Figs. 7a and b; S  G; the weighting
term is (rg rs)=(rg+rs) < 0:02) the analytical results show good agreement with numerical
results, as Eq. (43) approaches the non-approximated RSA (i.e., Poisson-gamma distribu-
tion; Eq. 44). Outside this region, the eect of approximation appears (Figs. 7c-f), showing
deviations from the numerical results especially for small x, but it still describes qualitative
aspects of each RSA. The tail on small x (e.g. Fig. 7f) disappears in the large limit of the
sampling region. Fig. A.1 in Appendix is in such a situation, showing a left-skewed bell
shape on a logarithmic scale with four dierent parameter sets. The eect of dierent values
of rg (producing 20% or 40% larger area of G) is provided via Eq. (43) in Fig. A.2.
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We also numerically performed RSAs when the radius of geographic range varies accord-
ing to the exponential distribution with the parameter e = 0:1 as in the above analysis (Fig.
8). We found consistent patterns with Fig. 7 when the sampling area is small (Fig. 8a-c).
However, patterns are rather dierent especially for larger scales (Fig. 8e, f), and these
also show an inconsistent pattern between the homogeneous Poisson process and Thomas
process. This inconsistency between two individual distributions may be attributed to an
eect of small scales: at large sampling scales, a number of species with small geographic
range sizes are sampled due to a nature of the exponential distribution (monotonically de-
creasing function), and those showing clustering distribution patterns (Thomas process) can
provide a larger number of individuals than species with the homogeneous Poisson process
within a small geographic range even with the same intensity. These suggest that dierent
assumptions of geographic range size, on top of sampling shape, causes a dierent shape of
RSAs even though the same sampling area is applied. See also Fig. A.2.
4 Application: spatial scaling of  diversity
 diversity is an important concept in community ecology and conservation biology that
describes variations of species compositions between multiple assemblies across spatial scales
[13, 33]. The spatial variations inherently include the scaling eect of the size of concerned
region (spatial extent) and its subregion (spatial grain; Fig. 9), and its scale eect and
relationship with other macroecological properties is often of interest to community ecolo-
gists [13]. However, data are often not suciently available across scales to evaluate the
beta-diversity the relationship across scales empirically. Further, as far as we know, there
have been limited theoretical attempts to explore these scaling issues. Plotkin and Muller-
Landau [34] discussed the eect of clustering of conspecic species on similarity between two
subregions with combining a species abundance distribution patterns in a spatially implicit
framework. Barton et al. [13] provided a potential relationship between spatial extent and
multiple communities within each spatial grain, but it was based on a conceptual discussion.
Here, to demonstrate potential uses of the geometric model developed, we apply the
model to the scaling issue of  diversity between multiple communities in a spatial extent.
For this purpose, our analysis is minimal and restricted to two situations that was discussed
in the previous section. Namely, individual distributions are described by the homogeneous
Poisson (random) or Thomas (clustering) process with its radius of the geographic range
E[rg] = 10
1km, and the same parameter values are used as shown in Fig. 4. Since  diversity
depends on the number of spatial grains, we need to use a normalized  diversity dened
on [0; 1] to make a meaningful comparison [33]. Here we adopt the approach developed
in Jost [33] but there are several dierent (normalized) diversity indices that, e.g., assign
dierent weights to each community (e.g., [35]). In Appendix D, we summarize scaling issues
of  diversity and the diversity index used in our analysis.
To see how the normalized  diversity changes across spatial extents and spatial grains,
we compute Eq. (A.11). We choose the range of spatial extent to cover three dierent
phases in the SAR (Fig. 4) (2 6km2 { 216km2), and we divided the spatial extent into equal-
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Figure 7: Relative species abundance across sampling regions with constant geographic
range sizes across species (rg = 10km). The radius of the sampling region in each panel (a)-
(f) is rs = 0:05; 0:1; 0:5; 10; 100 and 1000km, respectively, and these values are chosen so as
to make transitions of the RSA tractable. Each panel shows three dierent curves regarding
to the situations where underlying individual distributions are the homogeneous Poisson
process and its theoretical form (Eq. 43), and the Thomas process. The theoretical form
agrees well with its fully simulated values when the spatial scales of sampling and geographic
range are signicantly dierent (i.e., S  G and S  G), in which Eq. (43) approaches to
Eq. (44) where no approximation is made. Outside these regions, the theoretical curve still
captures qualitative aspects of the numerical results, but with dierent degrees. For other
parameters, the same values are used as in Fig. 4. See the main text for further explanations.
sized subregions with spatial grain size 2 8km2 { 2s 2km2, where s determines the size of
spatial extent, so that each scenario has minimum 4 subregions. To compute the normalized
 diversity across spatial extent and spatial grains, we used a single realization of point
patterns by taking the following three steps: (i) dene point patterns in the maximum
spatial extent (e.g., dened on the plane [0; 28] [0; 28]); (ii) dene a spatial extent (e.g., on
the plane [0; 2 1]  [0; 2 1]); and (iii) calculate the normalized  diversity for each spatial
grain with area (2 8; 2 6; 2 4). In the step (ii), we started from the minimum spatial extent
2 8km2, and repeated the step (ii) and (iii) until spatial extent reached the maximum extent
216km2. We eliminate the situation where no individual exists when the minimum spatial
grain size is 2 8km2 to make sure each scenario contains at least one individual. When all
individuals are situated in one subregion, we dene the normalized  diversity as 0.
Fig. 10 shows the numerically calculated normalized  diversity averaged over 500 simu-
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Figure 8: Relative species abundance across sampling regions with variable geographic
ranges. The radius of the sampling region in each panel (a)-(f) is rs = 0:05; 0:1; 0:5; 10; 100
and 1000km, respectively. Each panel shows two numerical results where underlying in-
dividual distributions are the homogeneous Poisson process and Thomas process. Radii
of the geographic range follow the exponential distribution with the parameter e=0.1
(E[rg] = 10;Var[rg] = 100). For other parameters, the same values are used as in Fig.
4. See the main text for further explanation.
lation trials, associated with the SAR curves of underlying processes. Overall, the underlying
processes under concern do not cause a prominent qualitative eect. The top two gures
show a heat map of the normalized  diversity under the (a) homogeneous Poisson and (b)
Thomas processes. In both panels, the normalized  diversity shows a higher value as the
spatial extent increases. Under this operation, the eect of applying dierent spatial grain
becomes small, especially the SAR is in the third phase (the bottom two gures with xed
spatial grains 2 8km2, 2 6km2). Conversely, the normalized  diversity shows a small value
when spatial extent underlies in the left-side of the second phase of of the SAR, and its
spatial grain is large.
5 Discussion
We develop a novel framework to derive macroecological patterns across scales by explicitly
linking the distribution of individuals within ranges, the size of ranges, and the spatial extent
of the sampling region. The model phenomenologically describes species and individual dis-
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Figure 9: Schematic gure of spatial extent and spatial grain. Blighter colors indicate
higher abundance of all the species within the spatial extent 128km128km (left) and
256km256km (right). Two examples of spatial grain are used: 1km1km (bottom; ne)
and 4km4km (top; coarse).
tributions and in the derivations the SAR, EAR, and RSA, no preceding assumptions about
these relationships are required. Rather, the model requires a single set of parameters to
generate macroecological patterns across scales. Although the model does not explicitly as-
sume specic biological mechanisms such as population or community dynamics, dispersal,
and speciation, it still recovers several well-known macroecological patterns including the
tri-phasic SAR and Fisher's logseries [2], the Poisson gamma distribution (negative bino-
mial distribution) [29], Poisson lognormal distribution [30], and forms similar to a negatively
skewed lognormal distribution [6] as RSAs. This nding does not imply that the biological
mechanisms shaping biodiversity pattern are irrelevant or uninteresting. Rather, our theory
demonstrates the minimum assumptions are sucient to recover such ubiquitous ecological
patterns by linking pattern in individual and species distribution to aggregate macroecolog-
ical patterns. That said, it is clear the general forms of commonly-studied macroecological
patterns investigated here are general features of biodiversity pattern emerging from the most
basic assumptions, and are not indicative of specic ecological processes to the exclusion of
others.
We presented that the tri-phasic SAR with its asymptotic slope 1 on a log-log plot is gen-
erally observed in the presented geometric model (Fig. 4a) under both random and clustered
individual distribution patterns, and identical and non-identical ecological parameters across
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Figure 10: The normalized  diversity averaged over 500 simulation trials, associated with
the SAR curves of underlying (a) homogeneous Poisson processes (random) and (b) Thomas
process (clustering). Top two gures is the heat map of the normalized  diversity across
spatial extent and spatial grain. Bottom two gures show some slices of the top gures,
where xed spatial grains (2 8km2, 2 6km2) are applied while spatial extent varies. The
same parameter values are used as in the results of the SARs (Fig. 4) under the homogeneous
Poisson or Thomas process with a radius of the geographic range E[rg] = 10
1km.
species. Our results are in line with the ndings of Grilli et al. [11] that the tri-phasic SAR
is the outcome associated with two bending points in the SAR produced by local and large
sampling area that scales the species number provided by a simple geometric realization. In
particular, we showed that the third phase in the SAR appears around the average area of
the species geographic ranges. This may correspond to the biological interpretations that
sampling area exceeds correlation distance of biogeographic process [5,6]. Notably, we found
a negligible dierence in the SAR between the homogeneous situation (species parameters
are identical) and a situation where only the individual intensity (i) varies between species.
However, this variation is necessary in our model to derive well-documented RSAs discussed
above. In addition, we demonstrated that the spatial scaling of beta diversity can be con-
sidered in the context of the tri-phasic features of the SAR curve. Typically the normalized
beta diversity increases with the spatial extent, and it shows largest value in the third phase
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of the SAR.
In our framework, the EAR is calculated by explicitly taking geographic ranges into
account. Under this denition, the EAR on a log-log plot has the same asymptotic slope 1
as the SAR. This result cannot be directly compared to previous studies [10, 11, 16] where
the number of endemic species is calculated based on the probability of nding a species
in a given region where the probability asymptotically approaches 0 as the sampling region
approaches 0. On the other hand, we apply a more straightforward denition: the expected
number of geographic ranges completely enclosed by the sampling region. Therefore, our
denition gives 0 endemic species unless the scale of sampling region exceeds the scale of
species geographic range. However, asymptotic behavior at small sampling scales can also
occur in our denition by introducing variations in range size that rather small ranges allow
to exist. The dierences between the two denitions especially appear in small sampling
scales. In fact, Grilli et al. [11] showed that the slope of the EAR converges to the slope of
SAR at large scales, and this agrees with our discussion at large limit of sampling scales.
Importantly, we provide a single equation that unies RSAs across sampling scales (Eqs.
14 and 43). The equation is composed of two pdfs where their weights are determined by
scales of the sampling region and species geographic range. Specically, one of the pdfs
accounts eects of intra- and inter- species variations in an equal-sized region, and the other
distribution accounts, on top of these variations, variations of sampled area of geographic
range, (S \ G). In the latter distribution, the eect of variations in sampled area of geo-
graphic range (i.e., variations of (S \G)) is explicitly considered: given an identical range
size, a species partly sampled (S partly overlaps with G) shows smaller abundance than a
species entirely sampled (S completely overlaps with G). With an assumption of identical
sampling region, this latter variation causes left-tailed RSAs as some species are sampled
only small regions and others are fully sampled (Fig. 7c-f). Once the sampled region be-
comes suciently large compared to the geographic range, the number of partially sampled
species becomes negligible and the left tail vanishes, resulting in the lognormal-like distri-
bution (Fig. A.1), provided each species has suciently large abundance. Lognormal or
lognormal-like distributions have been claimed as potential RSA (SAD) at global scales in
previous work [36{38]. Rosindell et al. [38] incorporated a mode of speciation (protracted
speciation) into Hubbell's neutral theory that counts species that a certain generations has
existed, in contrast to the point (singleton) mutation as in the original neutral model [6].
This assumption may exclude species that have narrow geographic ranges and is prone to
extinction, and be comparable to our assumption that all species has large enough geo-
graphic range to persist (100km2 in Fig. A.1). The assumption that the range sizes follow
an exponential distribution may be comparable to the assumption of the point speciation,
since it produces a number of extinction-prone species with narrow geographic ranges: it
leads to RSAs that the majority of species are singletons when spatial structure is ignored
(i.e., homogeneous Poisson process, Fig. 8), and RSAs with a peak at a small number of
individuals when individuals tend to be aggregated.
More specically, Eq. (43) is the weighted sum of the Poisson-gamma distribution and
Poisson-gamma-arcsine distribution, and this single equation does not provide a single form
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of pdf corresponding to the RSA, but generates multiple forms. Also, we showed that the
above pattern may not be only one explanation of RSAs but can change with patterns
of geographic ranges as well as the shape of the sampling region. These results provide
a new insight into a longstanding discussion about a universal RSA pattern sampled in
biological communities, where a number of authors have attempted to t a single pdf to
RSAs across scales (e.g., [8, 29]). Also, we emphasize that the shape of sampling region
alters the expected RSA patterns and, hence, this information must be provided with its
area to interpret and compare RSA patterns. In practice, we need further information of the
geographic range of each species to test our prediction regarding the variation of overlapping
regions. However, this information is not usually available [39], except for some species in
several localities [40, 41], and an assumption of its probability distribution is required until
we nd general insight.
Another notable nding is that the prominent variations of dierent individual distribu-
tion patterns (random and clustering) occur only a limited spatial scales in the SAR. This
occurs around the transition points between the rst and second phases of the tri-phasic
curve (Fig. 4), and agrees with the results obtained by Plotkin et al. [24], in which the
authors examined the random-placement model and Thomas process to t observed SAR
patterns up to 50-ha in tropical forests. This nding suggests that some biological processes
such as dispersal dominate community pattern formations within the scope of small scales.
However, once the sampling area becomes large enough, e.g., signicantly larger than the
area covered by the dispersal kernel, each component of a cluster plays the same role as
randomly placed individuals (Note that each parent location placed randomly in a gener-
ation of Thomas process, see Appendix B). Intuitively speaking, if two geometric patterns
generated each by the homogeneous Poisson process or Thomas process are observed by the
scope of such a large scale, it is no longer easy to distinguish these two patterns as long
as the expected number of individuals is the same and it is suciently large. In addition
to the SAR, some qualitative features are shared between the two distribution patterns in
RSAs. The similar discussion may apply to RSA, but as we see in Fig. 8e and f, inconsis-
tency of qualitative feature may also occur at large scales when stochasticity plays a role
as discussed in Results. This property suggests that random individual distributions can be
used to explore the macroecological patterns with these spatial scales, and it makes analysis
signicantly more accessible. Nonetheless, even without such detailed spatial information,
our framework suggests that upscaling (downscaling) of RSAs is possible within and between
small and large sampling scales as long as the situation of Fig. 2a and d hold. In these limits,
the eect of spatial overlap between the sampling region and geographic range (Fig. 2c and
d) is omitted and, hence, RSAs share a same pdf in these scales with dierent parameter
values that is caused by changes in minf(S); (G)g (Eq. 14). A method to change the scale
in RSAs that contains a single pdf was previously developed by Azaele et al. [12] where the
parameters of a potential RSA (they applied a gamma distribution) vary with the sampling
scale. In contrast, our approach explicitly evaluate when this scale change (with a single
pdf) is feasible provided small/large limit of sampling region.
In this study, we developed a theoretical framework to derive macroecological patterns
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across scales, and demonstrated its applicability using an example problem: understanding
the scaling issues of  diversity. Other promising applications are for biodiversity conser-
vation and ecosystem management, where spatially integrated approaches such as spatial
design of reserve networks [18, 42], estimation of biodiversity loss after habitat fragmenta-
tion [39], and scale dependence of management decision making [20, 43] have been widely
discussed. Our framework may help contribute toward a theoretical basis to problems fac-
ing these elds. We minimized the assumptions of the model for reasons of parsimony
and analytical tractability. Nonetheless, the general theory developed to derive the SAR,
EAR, and RSA in an arbitrary situation can be exibly extended and examined various
ecological assumptions, at least numerically; for example, point processes provide frame-
works to discuss environmental heterogeneity (e.g., habitat quality) and interaction of each
individuals (e.g., [26]). Furthermore, one can use any mechanistic or phenomenological pop-
ulation/community model to generate a point eld f(x), and use the general theory here to
examine the ramications for emergent macroecological patterns. Such experiments would
provide further insights into both utility of these analytical approaches and enhance quan-
titative understanding the macroecological patterns that are currently of wide interest to
researchers.
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Figure A.1: Relative species abundance in the large limit of the sampling region (Eq. 44)
with four dierent parameter sets (; ) of the gamma distribution.  = 10,  = 0:1 is used
in Fig. 7. For other parameters, the same values are used as in Fig. 7.
Appendix
A Sout and Score
For each set of the sampling region S and species geographic range G, we uniquely otain
Sout and Score, which are used in calculation of SAR, EAE, and RSA. See the main text for
specic calculations.
Sout is the region that the probability of overlapping the sampling region and the geo-
graphic range is not zero, P ((S\G) = ) 6= 0, if the geometric center of the geographic range
falls in this region, xGc 2 Sout. Sout includes S as a subset, S  Sout, in the region that the
shortest distance between the boundary of sampling region and Sout equals to the largest dis-
tance of the geometric center of G and its boundary: LG = inffkx x0k;x 2 @S;x0 2 @Soutg,
where @A denotes the boundary of A.
Score is the region, provided the relative size of geometries S > G (S < G), if the center
of a geographic range falls in the region, then the region G (S) is entirely included in S (G):
Namely P (G  S) = 1 (P (S  G) = 1) provided xGc 2 Score. Score is the closed region and
typically a subset of the sampling region Score  S, in which any points on this boundary,
x 2 @Score holds the following relationship: when S > G, inffkx x0k;x 2 @S;x0 2 @Scoreg =
supfkxGc   xk;x 2 @Gg; when S < G, inffkxGc   xk;x 2 @Gg = supfkx  x0k;x 2 @S;x0 2
@Scoreg. Each region is determined by the minimum distance lS, lG and maximum distance
LS, LG between the sampling center and its boundary. For the calculation of the EAR, only
the case S > G is used, but both S > G and S < G are used for the calculation of the RSA.
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Figure A.2: Relative species abundance across sampling regions derived by Eq. (43). The
radius of the sampling region in each panel (a)-(f) is rs = 0:05; 0:1; 0:5; 10; 100 and 1000km,
respectively. Three lines in each panel corresponding to the base value rg = 10km (as in Fig.
7), 10.95km (red line; 20% larger than the base area (G) = 102km2), and 11.83km (blue
line; 40% larger than the base area). For other parameters, the same values are used as in
Fig. 7.
B Generating species distribution patterns
To examine the general theory of the geometric approach developed above, we need to
introduce a point eld f(x) dened above that holds information of individual distributions
of all species. For this purpose, we make use of point processes [25, 26], a set of spatially
explicit stochastic models that generate various point distribution patterns such as random
and clustering patterns. One of the advantages of these models is that point processes
are amenable to mathematical analysis and easy to implement numerical simulations. In
addition, there are a number of applications to ecological studies [11, 21, 22, 24, 27], and
models can provide consistent patterns with observed SARs or a population occupancy
probability regardless of simple assumptions [11,24,27].
Here, we examine the theory developed using two individual distribution patterns: ran-
dom and clustering distribution patterns, described by the homogeneous Poisson process and
the Thomas process, respectively. The former is often used to develop a simplest possible
model (e.g., [44]), or to see how the simple assumption deviates from more biologically reli-
able models (e.g., [16,21,24]). As we will see below, deviations of these two distributions in
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the SAR and RSA are relatively small to make qualitative discussions and these appear in
small scales.
The homogeneous Poisson process and Thomas process are dened using the intensity
and intensity measure of species i, dened above (Eqs. 1 and 2). Also, as mentioned above,
individuals of species i is restricted within its range Gi. For example, if species i is distributed
randomly in region A, the probability to nd x individuals within the region with area (A)
follows the Poisson distribution with average i(A) = i(A):
P (X = x) =
i(A)
x
x!
e i(A): (A.1)
This process generates the homogeneous Poisson process.
On the other hand, the Thomas process is described by the following three steps:
1. Parents of species i are randomly placed according to the homogeneous Poisson process
with intensity pi .
2. Each parent of species i produces a random discrete number ci of daughters, realized
independently and identically.
3. The daughters are scattered around their parents independently with an isotropic bi-
variate Gaussian distribution with the variance 2i , and all the parents are removed in
the realized point pattern.
The intensity of individuals of species i for the Thomas process is [26]
th;i = ci
p
i ; (A.2)
where, ci is the average number of daughters per parent. To guarantee a consistent number
of total expected individuals given area between the two processes, we set pi and ci as
th;i = ci
p
i = i: (A.3)
We also assume that the number of daughters per parents ci follows the Poisson distribution
with the average number ci.
By superimposing distributions of all species generated either by the homogeneous Pois-
son process or the Thomas process, we obtain individual distributions of all species in the
whole ecosystem. With these specic individual distribution patterns, we can examine cal-
culations presented in General Theory to obtain the SAR, EAR, and RSA across scales.
C Derivation of the Poisson-gamma-arcsine distribu-
tion and Poisson-lognormal-arcsine distribution
C.1 Poisson-gamma-arcsine distribution (Eq. 42)
Now, using Proposition 3 and the rth moment of the gamma distribution f() = = () 1e 
gamr =
 (r + )
 ()
1
r
; (A.4)
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we calculate the probability of mixing distribution Eq. (A.13) with properties of the beta
function B(x; y) =  (x) (y)= (x+ y) and the Gamma function  (1=2) =
p
:
P (X = x) =
1
x!
1X
r=0
( 1)r
r!
 (r + x+ )
 ()
1
x+r
(A)r+x

B(
1
2
+ r + x;
1
2
);
=
1
x!

(A)

x
1p
 ()
1X
r=0
( (A)=)r
r!
 (r + x+ ) (1
2
+ r + x)
 (1 + r + x)
;
=
1
x!

(A)

x
1p
 ()
 (x+ ) (1
2
+ x)
 (1 + x)
2F1(
1
2
+ x; x+ ; 1 + x; (A)=);
= a

x+   1
x

px(1  p) 2F1(1
2
+ x; x+ ; 1 + x; (A)=); (A.5)
where, a is  (1=2+x)(
p
 (x+1)) 1(1 p)  x and is simplied for x  1 as x 1B(1=2; x) 1(1 
p)  x, the second to forth factors correspond to the negative binomial distribution with
p = (A)=((A) + ), and 2F1 is the Gauss hypergeometric function.  and  are the shape
and rate parameters of the gamma distribution. Note the negative binomial distribution
here is equivalent to Eq. (36).
C.2 Poisson-lognormal-arcsine distribution
By substituting the rth moment about the origin of the arcsine distribution Eq. (A.15), and
the Poisson-lognormal distribution plr = exp(r+ r
22=2) [30] into Eq. (33), we obtain the
RSA of an arbitrary form
P (X = x) =
minf(S); (G)gx
x!
p

1X
r=0
( minf(S); (G)g)r
r!
 (1
2
+ r + x)
 (1 + r + x)
e(x+r)+
(x+r)2
2
2 ;(A.6)
where as in the case of the Poisson-gamma-arcsine distribution, we call this pdf the Poisson-
lognormal-arcsine distribution. Using Eqs. (38), (40), and (A.6), we obtain the full form of
the RSA across scales
P (X = x) =
maxfrg   rs; rs   rgg
rg + rs
1
x!
p
22
Z 1
0
x 1i e
 i  (log i )
2
22 di + (A.7)
minf2rs; 2rgg
rg + rs
minf(S); (G)gx
x!
p

1X
r=0
( minf(S); (G)g)r
r!
 (1
2
+ r + x)
 (1 + r + x)
e(x+r)+
(x+r)2
2
2 :
Yet this has a still intricate form, Eq. (A.7) becomes the Poisson-lognormal distribution in
the limits of S  G and S  G as above
P (X = x) =
1
x!
p
22
Z 1
0
0x 1i e
 0i 
(log 0i 0)2
22 d0i; (A.8)
where, by setting  = 0   log(minf(S); (G)g) and minf(S); (G)gi = 0i, we recover
the form of Eq. (38). Therefore, if the parameter i follows the Log-normal distribution and
sampling region is much smaller than the geographic range, we expect to observe an RSA
curve that follows Poisson-lognormal distribution.
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D Scaling issue of  diversity
D.1 Spatial grain and spatial extent
To quantify  diversity it requires us to dene two spatial scales; spatial extent and spatial
grain [13] Fig. 9. Spatial extent is the scope of our observation, and spatial grain is the unit
of sampling within the extent. Once we dene the spatial extent, spatial grain, and point
patterns, we obtain the matrix P : provided that there are s species in the spatial extent, and
arbitrarily dividing the community into n assemblies, the occurrence probability of species i
in community j, pij (
P
i pij = 1), creates the following matrix
P =
0B@p11    p1n... . . . ...
ps1    psn
1CA : (A.9)
Changing the size of spatial extent and/or spatial grain changes the size of the matrix P ,
since a smaller spatial extent may hold a fewer number of species, and a ne spatial grain
increases the number of sampling patches. Therefore, if we change either one or both of
these scales, the matrix P is changed into another matrix P 0. We describe this operation as
P 7! P 0. For example, if Eq. (A.9) is the s  n matrix with equal-sized patches and n is
an even number, and if its spatial grain is doubled, the operation P 7! P 0 gives a s  n=2
matrix.
In practice, each patch has a dierent signicance on a diversity index, and this is de-
scribed by the weight vector w = (w1; w2;    ; wn). We can also dene the same operation
for the weight vector associated with a scale change.
D.2 Diversity indices
Statistical discussions over reliable diversity metrics have led to a number of denitions
in the literature [45], and bridges between dierent denitions has been actively discussed
[33,35,46{48]. Here we adapt the denition of Jost [33]. Jost [33] showed that when weights
in diversity indices are unequal, the only meaningful diversity index the Shannon measure
since this only satises ve requisite conditions for diversity indices. The Shannon measure
is described by
1D = expf w1
sX
i
pi1 log(pi1)  w2
sX
i
pi2 log(pi2)      wn
sX
i
pin log(pin)g; (A.10a)
1D = expf 
sX
i
(w1pi1 + w2pi2 +   + wnpin) log(w1pi1 + w2pi2 +   + wnpin)g; (A.10b)
1D =
1D
1D
; (A.10c)
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In order to discuss the eect of a scale change of the spatial grain consistently, we further
need a condition for independence of a choice of weights on the gamma diversity Eq. (A.10b).
That is to say, scale changes of the spatial grain, provided a consistent spatial extent, should
not aect the gamma diversity. It is easy to see that this condition is satised if we dene
the weight vector by population abundance of each patch, wj =
P
iNij=
P
i;j Nij, where Nij
is the abundance of species i in patch j. Furthermore, this is the only choice to hold this
condition (Theorem 1 in Appendix E).
Since  diversity depends on the number of spatial grains, we require normalizing the 
diversity onto [0; 1] to make a meaningful comparison of spatial variations [33]. When all the
weighting terms are not identical, the regional homogeneity measure (1=1D   1=1Dw)=(1 
1=1Dw) [33] may be used for the normalized measure of  diversity, where
1Dw is the Shannon
measure of weighting term 1Dw = exp( 
P
j wj log(wj)). We use its complement
1  1=
1D   1=1Dw
1  1=1Dw ; (A.11)
as a relative inhomogeneity measure. This measures is 0 if all the communities are identical
and 1 if all the communities are distinct.
E Proofs of propositions and theorem
Here we describe some propositions which are used in the main text and Appendix D.2. In
the main text, the description (A) used below is replaced by minf(S); (G)g.
Proposition 1. Provided that the moments of the mixing distribution in a mixed Poisson
model exist, the probability function of the mixture distribution can be written as
P (X = x) =
1
x!
1X
r=0
(A)x+r
( 1)r
r!
x+r(); (A.12)
where, r() are the rth moment of  about the origin.
Proof. The proof is straightforward from the denition and similar result is found in [28]:
P (X = x) =
Z 1
0
((A))x
x!
e (A)g()d;
=
1
x!
Z 1
0
 1X
r=0
( 1)r
r(A)r
r!
!
x(A)xg()d;
=
1
x!
1X
r=0
(A)x+r
( 1)r
r!
Z 1
0
x+rg()d;
=
1
x!
1X
r=0
(A)x+r
( 1)r
r!
x+r():
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Proposition 2. Provided that the moments of the mixing distribution in a mixed Poisson
model exist, the probability function of the mixture distribution can be written as
P (X = x) =
1
x!
1X
r=0
( 1)r
r!
x+r()x+r((A)); (A.13)
where, r() and r((A)) are the rth moment of  and (A) about the origin, respectively.
Proof. The proof is just an extension of the Proposition 1.
P (X = x) =
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
((A))x
x!
e (A)g()h((A))dd(A);
=
1
x!
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
1X
r=0
( 1)r

r(A)r
r!

xg()(A)xh((A))dd(A);
=
1
x!
1X
r=0
( 1)r
r!
Z 1
0
x+rg()d
Z 1
0
(A)x+rh((A))d(A);
=
1
x!
1X
r=0
( 1)r
r!
x+r()x+r((A)):
Proposition 3. The rth moment of the arcsine distribution with support x 2 [0; (A)]
f(x) =
1

p
x((A)  x) ; (A.14)
is described by
arcr =
(A)r

B(
1
2
+ r;
1
2
); (A.15)
where, B(x; y) =
R 1
0
ux 1(1  u)y 1du is the beta function.
Proof. Using the substitution w = x=(A),
r =
1

Z (A)
0
xrx 
1
2 ((A)  x)  12dx;
=
(A)r

Z 1
0
wr+
1
2
 1(1  w) 12 1dw;
=
(A)r

B(
1
2
+ r;
1
2
):
Threorem 1. The gamma diversity dened by Eq. (A.10b) that is independent of the choice
of the number of patches or its size is uniquely determined, and it is when the weight vector
is proportional to the population abundance of each patch.
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Proof. Let us assume there exists a vector w0 = (w01; w
0
2;    ; w0n) that satises 1Dw = 1Dw0 ,
where superscripts w and w0 indicate weight vector used. By the assumption, we havePs
i (w1pi1 + w2pi2 +    + wnpin) log(w1pi1 + w2pi2 +    + wnpin) =
Ps
i (w
0
1pi1 + w
0
2pi2 +
   + w0npin) log(w01pi1 + w02pi2 +    + w0npin) and arranging this expression, it becomesP
i;j pijfwj log(w1pi1 + w2pi2 +    + wnpin)   w0j log(w01pi1 + w02pi2 +    + w0npin)g = 0.
Since pij may or may not be zero we must have wj log(w1pi1 + w2pi2 +    + wnpin) =
w0j log(w
0
1pi1 + w
0
2pi2 +   + w0npin) for all i and j. This is clearly wj = w0j.
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